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ESSENTIALS
FOAM APPLICATORS
FAUFY

FOAM APPLICATORS
FAUFB

WASHING SPONGE
WS-1

PREMIUM BRUSH
PB01

WASH BUCKET WITH GRIT GUARD
WBGGR

Super fine, ultra durable, long lasting WaveX Yellow Foam Applicator 
Pad that is easy to clean and maintain. Designed and developed 
specifically for the application of WaveX Auto Care Products on the 
vehicle’s delicate components such as paint, interiors, windshields, 
headlights, etc.

WaveX Black Foam Applicator Pad is a durable and sturdy applicator 
pad that has been specifically designed and developed for the 
application of WaveX Auto Care Products on vehicle’s tyres and 
engines. It has a sturdy and mildly corse exterior that does a wonderful 
application job especially during the application of auto care polishes 
on the vehicle’s tyres. 

The WaveX Washing Sponge is an extra large figure 8 shaped cleaning 
sponge that has been specifically designed for vehicle washing. It can 
also be used for other residential or commercial washing purposes.  it 
is a soft yet sturdy car and bike wash sponge that effectively removes 
stubborn dirt and debris from vehicle surfaces such as its painted 
body, windshields, side view mirrors, head lights, indicators, alloys/ 
rims etc. It neither leaves swirls/ scratches nor damages the vehicle's 
exterior body/ components.

The Wavex Premium Interior Detailing Brush has original horse hair 
bristles that are firmly attached to its premium beech wood concave 
shaped body. Its slender artistic design improves application 
ergonomics and does an impeccable job at cleaning vehicle interiors. 
When paired with WaveX’s interior cleaning chemicals. Its bristles are 
soft enough to ensure that it doesn’t damage interior components yet 
firm enough to effectively get the detailing job done.

WaveX Wash Bucket is a sturdy 20 ltr professional washing bucket 
that comes with a sturdy black coloured grit safe. It is perfect for 
washing and cleaning all vehicles. WaveX Grit Safe Consists of four a 
quadrant base that isolates dirt and debris which in turn prevents 
sponge contamination and greatly reduces the chances of potential 
swirls and scratches. on automotive clear coats.

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

Single

Single

3 Pcs.

3 Pcs.

SKU

SKU

FAUFY1

 FAUFB1

FAUFY3

 FAUFB3
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ESSENTIALS
FOAM LANCE
 FCANON3.0

DUAL ACTION POLISHER MACHINE
W-15

HARD CUT POLISHING PAD
HCPAD

MEDIUM CUT FOAM PAD
MCPAD

FINAL CUT FOAM PAD
FFPAD

An amazing foam lance which works wonderfully well with pressure 
washers. It is built with high quality brass components that can 
withstand high levels of pressure. Its Translucent bottle allows to you 
see the soap levels, unlike others alternatives out there with opaque 
cannon bottles. It has a tough and durable exterior that is leak 
resistant and is extremely easy to use irrespective of whether you are a 
DIY car care and maintenance enthusiast, a professional car wash 
centre owner or auto detailer. 

The WaveX W-15 Dual Action Buffing Machine removes swirls, 
scratches and defects from hard to reach spaces by hitting/ 
contacting those complex curves around fog lights, rear spoilers, 
headlights, tail lamps, rocker panels and many other vehicle exterior 
components. Our versatile polisher machine can also be used to apply 
glazes and paint sealants furthermore, it could also be used to easily 
polish and restore chrome, aluminium and metal surfaces as well.

This grey coloured hard cutting, sanding marks removing pad is sturdy 
enough to remove paint defects when paired with the WaveX’s range 
of hard cutting compounds. It maintains a perfect balance between 
polishing and finishing that is perfect for all-in-one product 
application. 

This pink coloured medium cut heavy polishing, scratch and swirl 
remover pad is sturdy enough to remove paint defects while producing 
a high gloss swirl free finish. This foam pad is ideal for applying 
WaveX’s range of medium cutting/ polishing compounds and cleaner 
waxes. It maintains a perfect balance between polishing and finishing 
that is perfect for all-in-one product applications. 

This blue coloured final finish polishing, hairline scratch and swirl 
remover pad is sturdy enough to remove hairline swirls and scratches 
while producing a high gloss mirror finish. This foam pad is ideal for 
applying WaveX’s range of final finish/polishing compounds.It 
maintains a perfect balance between polishing and finishing that is 
perfect for all-in-one product application.
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ESSENTIALS

CLAY PRODUCTS

SWIRL KILLER MICROFIBER PAD
MCPR6

CLAY LUBE SPRAY
LUBE 350

DCB3

CLB KIT

MFCB1

PREMIUM DETAILING CLAY BARS

CLAY BAR KIT

The WaveX Super Premium Microfiber Cutting Pads are super 
premium red coloured cutting discs that effortlessly remove swirls, 
scratches, oxidation and much more. This brilliant microfiber cutting 
pad disc effectively works across the exterior surfaces of your vehicle 
without creating any unwanted swirls. They have been designed and 
developed in such a brilliant manner that they provide efficiency and 
conformity to a level which is ‘par excellence’.

Wavex Clay lubricant spray has been specifically developed to 
lubricate the vehicle’s exterior surfaces before the application of the 
WaveX Clay Bar. The clay lubricant spray assist in the seamless gliding 
of the WaveX Clay Bar over the vehicle’s exterior components which in 
turn enables the clay bar to effectively remove the exterior particles 
and contaminations.

The Wavex Clay Bars remove the toughest yet invisible contaminants 
that even a regular vehicle wash won’t be able to remove. It is like a 
magnet to contaminants that picks up particles that are even 20 times 
smaller than microfiber threads present on microfiber towels. For best 
results, it is recommended that professional detailers or DIY users pair 
these clay bars with the Wavex Clay Lube Spray that assists the clay 
bars in effortlessly gliding across the desired vehicle detailing 
component/ surface.

The WaveX Clay Bar Kit consists of 2 premium 100 gm each white clay 
bars, a premium 350 gsm 40 x 40 cm microfiber cloth and a 350 ml 
clay lubricant spray.  This kit has been specifically developed to 
remove particles and contamination from the vehicle’s exterior 
painted surfaces. Using this kit will help leave your vehicle’s surface 
with a silk like smooth finish.

The Wavex Clay Microfiber Cloth can easily and quickly remove dirt, 
industrial dust, paint spots, bug splatter and other stains on the car's 
exterior surfaces and leave them with a silky smooth finish. It goes 
above and beyond a traditional microfiber towel, working like a clay 
bar to remove grime and environmental contaminants from your 
vehicle’s exterior painted surfaces.

PREMIUM DETAILING CLAY MICROFIBER TOWEL
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•Sturdy, 2 ltr capacity super foam and mist producing 
   manual foam sprayer from WaveX Auto Care.

•Works extremely well with all WaveX Products such as 
   shampoos, tyre cleaner, waterless wash solutions, air 
   fresheners, etc. And can withstand most auto care 
   chemicals.

•Requires very little effort to use. Produces a snow like 
   foam with just a few pumps with its top round knob.

•Consists of an adjustable nozzle and an extra nozzle 
   accessory. Doesn’t produce leaky drops on mist and 
   foam mode.

•Saves time and manual effort, water and money. 
   Recommended for both professional auto care/ 
   maintenance businesses and DIY enthusiasts.

Are you tired of all the time and effort that it takes to clean/ detail your cars and bikes by having to constantly spray or dispense auto care 
liquids/ chemicals using a spray trigger pump? Or are you one of those vehicle owners who simply do not have the space for a pressure 
washer machine? Well then you’ve arrived at the right place. WaveX are proud to present its manual foam sprayer. 

With a sturdy translucent 2 ltr capacity container that consist of visible measurement markings, adjustable spray nozzle, our foam 
sprayer is an auto care product that is in its own class.

Crafted with the utmost detail to perfection, this impeccable manual foam sprayer has been developed to withstand and dispense 
almost all auto care products. So whether it is WaveX’s range of car and bike shampoos, WaveX Tyre Guard Polish, WaveX Matte Finish 
Maintainer, WaveX Waterless Wash Concentrate, WaveX Hybrid-X, WaveX Silicone Glaze, WaveX All Wheel and Tyre Cleaning 
Concentrate, WaveX Car Perfumes or other WaveX Auto Care products, this one manual foaming sprayer is the right option for you. 

An additional feature of this product is its wide neck which makes it absolutely easy to pour auto care chemicals into its translucent 
containers that eliminate the possibility of accidentally wasting your favourite auto care chemicals. All it takes are a few ‘effortless 
pumps’ from its top round nozzle to generate a mind-blowingly high pressure that generates an even and consistent foam or mist. Its 
fully adjustable nozzle enables you to convert liquid base auto care chemicals into a fine and precise mist which you could evenly and 
consistently spray onto your cars or bikes while ensuring minimal product use. 

FOAM SPRAYER ( Manual Foaming Pump Sprayer )
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WaveX PLVR Cleaner, is a multi-surface interior cleaner and sanitiser that effectively cleans and sanitizes the vehicle's interior 
components such as plastic, leather, vinyl, rubber and dashboards. The WaveX PLVR Cleaner and Sanitiser is absolutely easy to use 
which is why it is a recommended interior cleaning product for all DIY car care enthusiasts, professional vehicle washing and detailing 
centres. All you need to do is-:

1. Spray it directly onto the plastic, leather, vinyl, rubber or dashboard surface.
2. Agitate the vehicle’s surface using the WaveX Premium Interior Detailing Brush.
3. Clean the vehicle’s surface using a clean an dry WaveX Microfiber Cloth.

CLEANERS

PLASTIC, LEATHER, VINYL, RUBBER CLEANER

•Consists of anti- microbial properties that deep 
cleans and sanitizes the vehicle's interior 
components such as plastic, leather, vinyl, rubber. 
components and dashboards.
•Helps in eliminating dirt, grime and stains off of the 
surface of the aforementioned interior components.
•Effectively cleans the above listed components 
without damaging, drying or discolouring them.
•Leaves the vehicle's interior components with a 
soft and fresh-looking surface post application.
•It is a pH-balanced formulation that does not add 
any extra/ unwanted gloss/ shine to the interior 
components.
•Effectively shields interior components against the 
UV rays of the sun which in turn helps avert the 
interior components from cracking and fading over 
time.
•Effectively eliminates harmful germs and bacteria 
lurking on the surfaces of interior components It is a 
'ready to use' product that doesn't require dilution.

PACKAGING 350 ml 1 ltr 5 ltr 20 ltr

SKU PLVR 350 PLVR 1K PLVR 5K PLVR 20K

DON’T LET STAINS 
HAMPER YOUR 

Happiness
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CLEANERS
UPHOLSTERY & CARPET CLEANER 

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER CONCENTRATE  

WINDSHIELD WASHER FLUID

GLASS CLEANER CONCENTRATE

It penetrates deeply into the fibers of cloth and carpet. Its rich foam 
lifts dirt/ debris and dissolves stubborn dirt whilst restoring the soft 
look and feel of fabrics and upholstery. It cleans fabric car seats, home 
sofas, carpets and all other types of upholstery. It removes all kinds of 
stains such as food, cosmetics, grease, fruit juices, oils and pet stains. 
 In short, this product keeps upholstery and fabric in pristine condition.

WaveX all purpose cleaner and degreaser is a heavy duty, highly 
concentrated multi surface cleaner for both interior and exterior 
surfaces. It removes dirt, grime and residue within seconds without 
harming the vehicle’s surfaces. Cleans and restores surfaces to their 
original form. Acts as an engine degreaser for heavily soiled  engines. 
Can also be used to clean tyres, wheels, bugs residue etc. 

WaveX Windshield Washer Fluid contains lubricants, which helps keep 
wipers soft. Its solvents dissolves dust and bug splatter on the 
windshields ensuring a squeaky clean surface. It cleans windshield 
glass in an instant and prevents the formation of frost and mist.

WaveX Glass Cleaner is a concentrated glass cleaner that makes up to 
20 liters of glass cleaning solution. It has to be diluted 19 times with 
water. It has an ultra-advanced formulation that enables seamless 
cleaning of glass, mirrors, windshields, plastics, laminated items and 
much more.

WaveX Leather Cleaner is a premium product that cleans vehicle’s 
interior leather components. It effortlessly wipes away contaminants 
without harming leather. It is a pH balanced formulation that cleans 
and preserves the leather's strength, durability and appearance. It 
penetrates the pores of leather to lift and suspend dirt and oils. It 
doesn’t leave any residue nor does it deteriorate leather fibres.

LEATHER CLEANER 

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

350 ml

350 ml

350 ml

500 ml100 ml

1 ltr

1 ltr

1 ltr

1 ltr

1 ltr

5 ltr

5 ltr

5 ltr

5 ltr

5 ltr

20 ltr

20 ltr

20 ltr

20 ltr

20 ltr

SKU

SKU

SKU

SKU

SKU

UCC350

APC350

LCL350

WWF500WWF100

UCC1K

APC1K

LCL1K

H61C1K

WWF1K

UCC5K

APC5K

LCL5K

H61C5K

WWF5K

UCC20K

APC20K

LCL20K

H61C20K

WWF20K
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We know that you’ve been using WaveX’s range of exterior detailing and maintenance products to keep your vehicle’s exterior surfaces 
in pristine condition but are you guilty of neglecting your vehicle’s delicate interior components? Don’t fret because you now have the 
WaveX Acto-Foam Interior and Leather Foaming Cleaner to rely on. 

Being a transparent and fragrant liquid foaming cleaner that is very handy and is neither harmful for vehicle components nor for skin, 
this interior surfaces cleaner has been developed to clean your vehicle’s interior plastic, leather, vinyl, rubber and dashboard. 
It effectively removes oils, stains, dust, dirt grime and more all while hydrating the aforementioned vehicle surfaces. It helps keep them 
in a clean and ‘new like’ condition. 

Using this product is absolutely easy. All you need to do is, press its dispenser to apply the foam onto the vehicle’s desired cleaning 
surface and agitate it using the WaveX Premium Interior Detailing Brush. Later, dry wipe the surfaces using the WaveX Microfiber Cloth. 

The best part about this product is the fact that it can be refilled and reused multiple times. For that, all you need to do is purchase its 
refill pack and pour it into its dispensing container.

ACTO FOAM FOAMING CLEANER
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CLEANERS
ALL WHEEL AND TYRE CLEANER CONCENTRATE  

IRON AND FALLOUT REMOVER  

BUG AND TAR REMOVER

CRYSTA CLEAN GLASS CLEANER 

WaveX Auto Care’s All Wheel and Tyre Cleaner is a specially 
formulated auto detailing product that cleans heavy brake dust, dirt, 
grime, contamination and tyre browning with the utmost ease. It 
restores your tyres back to its ‘factory colour’. This pH balanced, acid 
free product is also safe and effective in cleaning clear-coated, 
powder-coated, chrome, alloy, and painted rims as well.

WaveX Iron and Fallout Remover is one of the most efficient, fast 
reacting iron removers out there. This product has been specifically 
developed to decontaminate vehicle surfaces from undesired and 
harsh ferrous deposits such as brake and rail dust. This amazing auto 
detailing product is an absolute wonder as it doesn’t degrade vehicle 
paint nor damage the effects of ceramic coating on your vehicles.

WaveX Bug and Tar Remover is undoubtedly the best investment you 
can make as a vehicle owner. Using this ‘ready to use solution’ will 
allow you to seamlessly remove bug splatter, tar, asphalt, road grime, 
sap, grease and much more off your vehicle’s paint, glass, chrome, 
plastic trims, wheels, mud guards, bumpers and many other 
components irrespective of whether they are glossy painted surfaces 
or matte surfaces.

Our Crysta Clean Glass Cleaner instantly removes grime, dust, dirt, 
road film and other superficial contaminations off of automotive glass 
surfaces. Being an ammonia free glass cleaning solution, this product 
provides an unmatched, streak free cleaning that makes your 
vehicle’s glass components appear as though they are transparent. 
Using this product at regular intervals helps prevent the buildup of fog, 
mist, frost and road films while you are driving your vehicle.

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

350 ml

350 ml

350 ml

650 ml

1 ltr

1 ltr

1 ltr

5 ltr 20 ltr

SKU

SKU

SKU

SKU

AWTC350

IFR350

BUG350

CRC650

AWTC1K

IFR1K

BUG1K

AWTC5K AWTC20K
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CONTAINERS 
EMPTY SPRAY CONTAINER  

EMPTY PULL- PUSH CONTAINER  

Chemical resistant spray trigger nozzle sprayer developed for 
dispensing liquid based auto care and home care products. It has a 
heavy duty translucent HDPE bottle that is wear and tear resistant. It 
has an empty label space that allows its user to write the name of the 
chemical that they are using in it. It consists of adjustable sprayer 
nozzles with fine mist and jet stream options.

Chemical resistant pull push trigger empty container bottle developed 
for dispensing semi viscous auto care and home care products. It has a 
heavy duty translucent HDPE bottle that is wear and tear resistant. It 
has an empty label space that allows its user to write the name of the 
chemical that they are using.

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

350 ml

350 ml

SKU

SKU

ECPP

ECSP

extreme 

 
plvr 

 wash cleaner
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Wavex dashboard and leather conditioner 
plus protectant is a multi-surface shield for 
your vehicle's interior. It maintains the supple, 
fresh texture of vinyl, leather, plastic rubber 
and dashboards while blocking out harmful 
UV rays. Treated surfaces resist fading, drying 
and cracking so your interior maintains a fresh 
new look. In addition to UV blockers, it 
contains a mild cleaner to remove surface 
dust and dirt. In most cases, this may be the 
only product you need to clean and preserve 
your interior. The best part about this product 
is the fact that is has a zero dust attraction 
property and non-greasy formulation. If your 
vehicle’s interior surfaces are heavily soiled or 
neglected, use the WaveX PLVR -plastic, 
leather, vinyl, rubber cleaner to clean and 
sanitize the aforementioned components.

DRESSERS

DASHBOARD & LEATHER
CONDITIONER + PROTECTANT

PACKAGING 350 g100 g 1 kg 5 kg 20 kg

SKU DLCP350DLCP100 DLCP1K DLCP5K DLCP20K

THINGS MAY Age THINGS MAY Age 
BUT YOUR BUT YOUR 
VEHICLE WON’TVEHICLE WON’T

THINGS MAY Age 
BUT YOUR 
VEHICLE WON’T
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DRESSERS
INSTANT SHINE POLISH

SILICONE GLAZE  

DASHBOARD SHINER

TYRE GUARD

It is a ready-to-use liquid bike polish that does not need to be diluted. 
Available in 350 ml, 1 liter and 5 liter pack sizes, it is recommended for 
all glossy painted surfaces. It cleans, polishes and protects metallic 
and non-metallic surfaces of bikes. It will leave your bikes surface with 
a pleasant aroma and a cool to touch surface.

WaveX Silicone Glaze is an all- in- one universal polish that polishes 
multiple vehicle surfaces whilst providing an extremely high shine. It 
works wonderfully well on plastic, leather, vinyl, rubber surfaces and 
dashboards. For plastic, leather, vinyl, rubber components, dilute in a 
to 1:1 ratio with water. For painted metallic surfaces dilute in a 1:10 
ratio and for engines and tyre dressing, dilute it in a 1:1 ratio water or 
use directly.

WaveX Dashboard Shiner leaves your vehicle’s interiors looking 
‘factory fresh’. Its pH-balanced formula paired with naturally-derived 
emollients protect the vehicle’s interiors against UV rays and prevents 
dashboards from cracking over time. Vehicle interiors look naturally 
clean and shiny post application.

WaveX Tyre Guard is a solvent based tyre dressing for car and bike 
tyres. It provides a high gloss shine and hydrophobic protection. It also 
lubricates the vehicle’s tyres which in turn prevents cracking and 
fading thus increasing the life of tyres. Using the WaveX Tyre Guard at 
regular intervals will ensure that your vehicle’s tyres remain in pristine 
condition.

WaveX Leather Conditioner is a pH balanced, biodegradable leather 
conditioner that keeps your vehicle’s leather components soft and 
fresh. It removes mild stains and oils without drying the leather 
components thus leaving your vehicle's leather in pristine.

LEATHER CONDITIONER 

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

350 ml

350 g100 g

350 ml

350 ml

350 ml

1 ltr

1 kg

1 ltr

1 ltr

1 ltr

5 ltr

5 kg

5 ltr

5 ltr

5 ltr

20 ltr

20 kg

20 ltr

20 ltr

20 ltr

SKU

SKU

SKU

SKU

SKU

ISP350

SG350SG100

DS350

TG350

LC350

ISP1K

SG1K

DS1K

TG1K

LC1K

ISP5K

SG5K

DS5K

TG5K

LC5K

ISP20K

SG20K

DS20K

TG20K

LC20K
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MATTE MAINTAINERS

MATTE FINISH MAINTAINER

MATTE BLACK TYRE DRESSING

WaveX Matte Finish Maintainer is a revolutionary product 
manufactured by WaveX Auto Care that cleans, protects and 
maintains all matte surfaces and components. It doesn't add an 'extra 
shine' to the matte surfaces or components and consists of a streak-
free formula that protects the matte surfaces from the UV rays of the 
sun ensuring the matte surfaces and components do not fade/ 
discolour

WaveX Matte Black Tyre Dressing provides your vehicle's tyres with a 
beautifully dark black matte look that is dry to touch and does not 
attract dust. It forms a long lasting barrier on vehicle tyres that 
prevents drying and cracking caused due to the damaging effects of 
the UV rays of the sun.

The invention of the WaveX Matte Finish Maintainer brought about a 
storm in the auto detailing scene as it effectively cleaned, protected 
and maintained matte surfaces and components however, a 
challenge that professional auto detailers or DIY car care enthusiast 
used to face when using the WaveX Matte Finish.

MATTE WASH BIKE AND CAR SHAMPOO  

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

350 ml

350 ml

350 ml100 ml

1 ltr

1 ltr

1 ltr

5 ltr

5 ltr

5 ltr

20 ltr

20 ltr

SKU

SKU

SKU

MTW350

MBTD350

MTF350MTF100

MTW1K

MBTD1K

MTF1K

MTW5K

MBTD5K

MTF5K

MBTD20K

MTF20K

BECAUSE 
EVERYTHING ISN’T 

MEANT TO BE 

GLOSSY
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MICROFIBERS
•Microfiber (Grey)
•Microfiber (Pink)
•Microfiber (Yellow)

Wavex Car Cleaning Cloth is a combination of several thousand 
fine microfiber threads that are super absorbent, scratch and 
lint free. These premium microfiber towels manufactured by 
WaveX Auto Care are soft, durable and long lasting. It proves to 
be a great accessory for DIY car care enthusiasts, professional 
auto detailers and car wash center owners. It is ideal for use 
along with various auto care and home care products 
manufactured by WaveX Auto Care.

• WaveX Microfiber Towels absorb twice as much water as 
regular Microfiber Towels.

• Premium 350 GSM towels from WaveX are soft, durable 
and long lasting.

• WaveX Microfiber Towels work great with detailing chemicals, 
spray waxes, waterless wash concentrates etc. and for other 
general applications such as dry cleaning, polishing, buffing etc. 
detailing jobs.

• No scratches and lint guaranteed. Always wash our microfiber 
cloths with WaveX’s Microfiber Washer Liquid to retain their 
softness and increase their life.  

• Colors may vary as per stock availability

PACKAGING Single 3 Pcs. 5 Pcs.

SKU MF MF3 MF5
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ULTRA PREMIUM MICROFIBERS

TWISTED LOOP CLOTH

MICROFIBER CLOTH (PINK)

MICROFIBER CLOTH (GREY)

MICROFIBER CLOTH (YELLOW)

MMG1200

MF-Pink

MF-Grey

MF-Yellow

A nightmare for dust, dirt, contamination, the WaveX Mighty Monster Microfiber Cloth has 
reinforced border stitch and thousands of extremely silky and luxurious microfiber threads 
per square inch, this microfiber towel will provide you with a detailing experience unlike none
other conventional microfiber could ever possibly do.
Thickness: 1200 GSM
Size: 40x40 cm
Colour: Grey 

Premium towel from Wavex Soft, Durable and Long Lasting. Works great with detailing 
chemicals, spray wax, general dry cleaning  jobs, polishing and buffing.
Thickness: 350 GSM
Size: 40x40 cm
Colour: Pink

Car Cleaning Cloth to make your car more appealing and shining. Wavex car cleaning cloth is 
made of microfiber, is absorbent and does not generate scratches during the drying process.
Thickness: 350 GSM
Size: 40x40 cm
Colour: Grey

High absorbent water drying towels for washing with soap and rinsing purposes. Multi 
functional Cleaning cloth, also works great with plain water and cleaning chemicals. Ultra-
soft, non-abrasive microfiber cloth will not scratch paint, coat or can be used on most surface 
areas in your home as well.
Thickness: 350 GSM
Size: 40x40 cm
Colour: Yellow
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WaveX Microfiber Washer Liquid is a specially formulated detergent for cleaning and restoring premium microfiber towels. It easily removes 
dirt, grease and stains from the towels. It effortlessly dissolves wax, polish and other detailing chemicals from the fabric and makes it soft like 
new. It can be used both for hand or machine wash.

• Gives extra care and softness to premium detailing microfiber cloths.
• Removes dirt, grease and stains from the towels.
• Dissolves wax, polish and other detailing chemicals from the fabric and makes it soft like new.
• Can be used both for hand or machine wash.

MICROFIBER WASHER LIQUID

PACKAGING 1 ltr 5 ltr

SKU MW1K MW5K
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PERFUMES
Your car doesn’t need to be dirty to smell unpleasant sometimes, even the cleanest cars can smell like leftover food. To tackle this 
seemingly harmless detailing incompetence and to save you from the embarrassment of your dear one’s unpleasant reactions after they 
step into your car, WaveX Auto Care has come up with undoubtedly the most awaited auto care product. Get ready to awaken your senses 
with WaveX’s range of Premium Car Fresheners. Witness the freshness of 
•The mighty Himalayas through the WaveX Himalayan Mist.
•The regal essence of Europe through the WaveX Prussian Passion.
•The mystic essence of the WaveX Enchanted Elixir. 
•The rich ambience of the WaveX Serene Paradise.  
•The feeling of a refreshing night stroll across enchanted landscapes through the WaveX Night Breeze.
You can use any one of the aforementioned premium fragrances to enhance the ambience of vehicle interiors as it clears away 
unpleasant odors. This super advance car fragrance releases an extremely posh and pleasant fragrance that lasts several weeks in your 
vehicle’s interiors. Unlike other conventional air fresheners, our premium air fresheners have a water based formulation that is non-
flammable. This makes it absolutely safe to carry in vehicles despite the fact that vehicles tend to get extremely hot in summers. Its 
exclusive formulation combined with a scintillating aroma doesn’t vary under any change in interior temperature which means that 
whether its summers, winters, spring or the rainy season, there will not be any change in the essence and aroma of the fragrances.

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

350 ml

350 ml

350 ml

SKU

SKU

SKU

CFHM-350
PACKAGING

PACKAGING

350 ml

350 ml

SKU

SKU

CFEE-350

CFNB-350

CFPP-350

CFSP-350
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